Hello W2D2 participating teachers,

If you are getting this by direct email then this Memo can be taken as a confirmation of your registration. Also, our registered moderators are in Cc – hello to them!

Let's go right to the latest information:

- We are two weeks and one day from the big day!
- If you are new to W2D2, you might want to take a look at our previous Memos (0 and 1) on the W2D2 website near the bottom of the Home page.
- The Videoconferences page will be available on the W2D2 website later this week. The schedule will not be announced with the next Memo, a week from today.
- As you know, our main videoconference client for W2D2 is Zoom. In the registration form, you were prompted to suggest an alternative if you needed one. The most popular by far was Google Meet, so some of our videoconferences will use this.
- We will have two teacher Q&A sessions next week, at 01:00 UTC and 13:00 UTC on Tuesday 23 November. Join one and bring your questions! We will try to record these, so please be aware of that when you join. (Please note that one of the sessions can fall on Monday or Wednesday depending on your time zone. This time zone converter can help you to translate UTC to your local time.) The Q&A can also serve as your videocon test to be sure you have a good connection. We will have additional videocon tests on Monday 29 November. We will connect in the World Wide Data Day Meeting Room on Zoom. For security, please do not give this Zoom channel information out to others.
- If you signed up for a different videoconference client than Zoom or Google Meet, or if the test times given cannot work for you, please contact me.

The next Memo is scheduled for Tuesday 23 November.

All the best,

Ken